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My First Book of Lowercase Letters
Use this book to help your child develop fine motor control skills while learning how
to draw simple objects-- Cover.

My Book of Telling Time.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade four vocabulary and reading
comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].

My Book of Writing Words
In a step-by-step approach, children are taught how to add three, four and five and
bigger single-digit numbers. This enables them to gain solid calculation skills
without being confused about decimal places. Building basic addition skills is vital
to later understanding of the decimal system, which is the foundation of higher
level arithmetic concepts and skills taught at school. The purpose of this book is to
prepare children for school-level mathematics.

My Book of Multiplication
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade one vocabulary and reading
comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].

Addition Grade 1
The adventures of five children growing up in rural England at the turn of the
century.

My Book of Easy Mazes, Ages 2-3-4
This workbook is meant to introduce your child to the skills her or she will need in
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kindergarten. By practicing each of the skills taught in this workbook, your child
will be ready for academic success.

Grade 4 Reading
A colouring book like no other! In this workbook, children learn in a step-by-step
fashion how to choose the correct colours and colour within the lines. After
providing children with the practice to master colouring, the final section of the
book allows for creativity as well.

Word Problems Grades 6/8
Moo, quack, baa! Your bath quickly becomes a fun-filled and educational farmyard
with our Farm Animals poster. Your child will love taking a bath with these lovable
animals.

My Book of Coloring at the Zoo
For children who can already read and write the 26 letters of the alphabet. Words
that are familiar to children - such as bat, hat and rat - are grouped together by the
vowel and consonant combination of the last two letters. By repeatedly saying and
tracing words, children easily acquire solid abilities to say and write simple words.

My Book of Words for School Level 1
A skill-building workbook designed to help youngsters improve their abilities with
such elementary tools as scissors and glue provides incrementally challenging
spreads that include instructions for pasting cut paper onto designated background
sections. Original.

My Big Book of Numbers, Letters & Words
The exciting follow-up to Kumon's innovative My First Book of Tracing. Using the
proven Kumon method, this workbook will help children's pencil-control skills and
build a firm foundation for writing letters and numbers. Accurately using a pencil
can be a frustrating task for a child, but Kumon's simple and fun exercises provide
children with the ideal preparation for writing. Children will love to trace with this
feel-good workbook.

Kindergarten Logic
Introduce your child to science through fun activities including stickering, coloring,
mazes, and more.

My First Book of Drawing
Our Thinking Skills Workbooks strengthen critical thinking skills that are crucial for
your child's success in school and in life. With our effective step-by-step method
and colorful, engaging activities, your child will enjoy each page as he or she builds
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essential skills.

My Book of Rhyming Words
Stars, Squares, Triangles and Circlesthe world is full of shapes and so is this unique
Tub Time Poster.

Algebra
Our UK Commonwealth Editions have been reexamined to see how they align with
UK education standards. Kumon offers four titles that support the Early Years
Learning Stage curriculum and four titles that support Key Stage 1 curriculum. Give
your child an edge in education with Kumon Workbooks.

Thinking Skills Pre-K
Introduces the youngest students to numbers up to 30, reinforcing early
recognition and number-writing skills with connect-the-dot games, tracing
activities and more, in a volume complemented by a confidence-building certificate
of achievement. Original.

Science K & Up Kumon Sticker Activity Book
Builds on early reading skills to help children master the reading and writing of
phrases that combine similar-sounding consonant and vowel combinations in a
volume that offers tracing and pronunciation games involving such example
phrases as "grab the grape" and "ride the bike." Original.

My Book of Coloring
Kumon Workbooks teach children one specific skill from start to finish. The Kumon
Method introduces concepts step-by-step, helping children to master each skill in
turn as they gain confidence in their abilities and gather motivation to continue
learning. Self-directed, Kumon workbooks are designed to nurture good study
habits for students who need remedial or enrichment work. Exercises in this book
include: identifying factors & common factors, multiples & common multiples;
learning the properties of circle; reducing fractions; using ratios; understanding
measurements; and more

My First Book of Cutting
Our UK Commonwealth Editions have been reexamined to see how they align with
UK education standards. Kumon offers four titles that support the Early Years
Learning Stage curriculum and four titles that support Key Stage 1 curriculum. Give
your child an edge in education with Kumon Workbooks.

Are You Ready for Kindergarten Preschool Skills
Introducing a range of fun, practical and educational early-learning workbooks
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from Kumon, the leading world-wide supplementary education provider. The
Kumon method enables children to progress successfully, by practicing material
until concepts are mastered, and by advancing in small, manageable steps. In this
workbook, children are introduced to scissors, an important basic tool which helps
improve their manual dexterity.

My Book of Number Games 1-70
"If your child is starting to use a pencil, then this book will build on that foundation.
Use this book to help your child develop pencil skills while having fun with easy
mazes."

Amazing Mazes
Word Power for All School Subjects. Help your child harness the power of
vocabulary in math, science, social studies, and language arts. These new
additions to our verbal skills line teach your child to read and write important
vocabulary for all major subjects, using an engaging visual approach. Learning
words related to school subjects is an essential step toward college and career
readiness, according to state and national standards.

Subtraction, Grade 2
My Book of Simple Subtraction
My Book of Numbers, 1-30
"Use this book to help your child learn how to subtract the numbers 1 through 5
from whole numbers up to 20"--Cover.

My Book of Shapes and Colors
Improve your childs concentration with Make a Match Workbooks. Children track
their speed and accuracy to see improvements first-hand. Take learning one step
further with fascinating animal, plant, and insect facts included in the glossary.

Dream Days
"This workbook will help your child perform multi-digit subtraction with
ease."--cover.

Make a Match 1
My First Book of Mazes
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This workbook applies the Kumon Method to algebra, so your child will build strong
algebra skills without feeling anxious or overwhelmed. Topics include solving for x,
simplifying algebraic expressions, linear equations, inequalities, graphing
equations, and more. The contents of this volume were originally published
individually as Algebra Workbook I (2014) and Algebra Workbook II (2014).

Make a Match
Word Problems joins Kumon Middle School Math workbooks. The word problems in
this workbook will cover grade appropriate topics. Word problems are designed to
test a childs understanding and mastery of math topics. This workbook will develop
your childs ability to apply the math skills he or she has learned in Middle School
Math problems that reflect real world situations. Learning math is easy with our
middle school level math books. These workbooks follow Kumons unique, step-bystep approach that students and parents know they can count on.

My Book of Addition
Our Thinking Skills Workbooks strengthen critical thinking skills that are crucial for
success in school and beyond.

My Book of Sentences
The second book in the Telling Time sequence helps children learn how to develop
their time-telling skills by including minutes. By using a variety of different
activities to keep children engaged, this workbook helps children learn this difficult
skill without feeling frustrated or anxious.

Pre-Algebra
Your childs favourite workbooks just got upgraded -- with new content and a new
look! We took our Kumon Basic Skills Series and revised the content and covers
after over 15 years of producing bestselling early learning materials. All of the
revised Basic Skills workbooks will feature new activities, full-colour images, and
the same trusted Kumon learning method. Kumon Basic Skills workbooks ensure
that children master pencil control skills with ease, so that they learn to love
learning independently. Everything in our Basic Skills workbooks -- from the sturdy
paper to the engaging content -- is designed with the best interests of your child in
mind.

Geometry & Measurement, Grade 6
With this workbook, your child will master each topic in pre-algebra in a step-bystep manner, building both understanding and confidence. Topics include fractions,
exponents, order of operations, positive and negative numbers, algebraic
expressions, and more. The contents of this volume were originally published
individually as Pre-Algebra Workbook I (2014) and Pre-Algebra Workbook II (2014).

Intro to Geometry (Grades 6-8)
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My First Book of Tracing
Helps youngsters build early concentration and pencil-control skills with tracing
exercises placed on mazes and aided by clear directional indicators, offering
engaging scenes of familiar settings including towns, streets and parks. Original.

My Book of Amazing Tracing
"This workbook will help your child learn addition sums beyond 20."--cover.

My Book of Pasting
Promotes beginning multiplication skills by introducing specific concepts gradually
to enable complete mastery and the memorization of multiplication basics, sharing
an abundance of practice pages for extra reinforcement. Original.

Grade 1 Reading
This workbook will help your child develop skills essential for preschool and
beyond. This is a bind up of Number Games 1-70, Alphabet Games, and Rhyming
Words.

Kumon, Multiplication
A workbook of colorful tracing exercises helps very young children practice basic
pencil-control skills, sharing activities that graduate from straight vertical lines to
more challenging curves, zigzags and diagonals. Original.
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